L E X T A C O N S U L T A N T S G R O U P has a history of successful
consulting projects in strategic IT management with a focus on IT benchmarking.
Over the years, LEXTA has been shaped and guided by over ten years of steady
growth, a healthy client structure and an outstanding corporate culture. At the
moment, we employ over 50 people in offices in Berlin, Düsseldorf, London and
Zurich for leading global clients in every sector. Built from both specialists and allrounders, our team features people with a wealth of experience in IT and boardlevel management consulting. Our team is characterised by a friendly and positive
atmosphere, trust in one another, support for individual initiatives and respect for
our different backgrounds and personalities.
Start with us on 1 October 2020 or 2021 in Berlin a

Dual Course of Study (f/m/d)
Business Informatics – Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.)
in IT Management Consulting
You will learn:
¶
¶
¶
¶

the theoretical principles at a renowned university,
the practical application of these principles in a variety of projects with different clients in
Germany, Austria and Switzerland,
fascinating and new topics of digitisation and of course
from our senior partners and consultants with many years of experience.

Your benefits:
¶ competent and personal mentoring in the specialist areas by qualified trainers,
¶ an excellent education in Berlin Mitte in combination with a practice-oriented study at the
Berlin School of Economics and Law,
¶ entrance in a young, dynamic team with numerous team events,
¶ contact to many IT decision makers to establishment your own business network,
¶ competitive compensation with performance-related components and additional benefits
as well as the cover of tuition fees by LEXTA,
¶ very good chances of employment after successful completion of the program.
What you’ll need to offer to take on this challenging and exciting career start at LEXTA:
¶ a general higher education entrance qualification,
¶ a profound interest in economics and IT as well as in the profession of a consultant,
¶ distinctive analytical skills, a high level of commitment, willingness to travel, an
independent work attitude, communication skills, own initiative and you should enjoy
working in a team,
¶ preferably some initial practical experience in the IT or business administration
¶ good German, English and basic IT skills.
Sounds interesting? Any further questions? We look forward to your questions and your
application with the identification "DS1" to recruiting@lexta.com.

